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COSC 4P94: Discrete Event Simulation 
Assignment #2: Due: 07 Nov 2008, 4 PM. 

 
 
 
At a major trade fair, a certain company has launched three products A, B, C (in order of decreasing 
complexity) and was fortunate to secure a major sales contract with a certain government. The 
population and reliability of the sold products is described below: 
 

 PRODUCT #SOLD MTBF 
 A 100 1000 
 B 1000 3000 
 C 10000 5000 

 
where MTBF stands for Mean Time Between Failures [hrs]. 
 
The company plans to employ three groups of technicians TA, TB, TC dedicated to maintain the 
products A, B, C, correspondingly, and three groups of support engineers SA, SB, SC, committed to a 
sist the technicians in case of �particularly difficult problems. 
The pay levels for these people are as follows: 
 

 Service Group: TA TB TC SA SB SC 
 Pay [$/hr]: 40 35 30 70 60 55 

 
Their standard working hours are from 9 am to 5 pm. The overtime hours from 5 pm to 8 pm are paid at 
a rate 50% higher than the standard rate. The remaining overtime hours are paid at the rate being the 
double of the standard rate. 
 
The overtime payment policy of the company stipulates that neither technician nor engineer can 
accumulate more than 8 overtime hours during per single repair call, and no more than 20 overtime 
hours per week.  The company fears that higher overtime would result in disproportionately higher 
equipment maintenance costs, due to the lower labour quality of the overworked personnel. Every 
technician and engineer is therefore entitled and required to take one working hour off for every 
overtime hour spent working on a last service call. 
 
According to the past company experience, this regime of work makes a technician to remain 3 years on 
average in his/her position before resigning or being promoted. 
The similar figure for the engineers is 5 years. 
 
According to the company personnel policy, every newly hired technician is to be given the training C at 
cost of $1000 to the company. After some service and depending on his/her performance, the technician 
is promoted and given the training B at cost of $2000. Eventually, the technician can be still promoted 
and given the training A at a cost of $4000 to the company, subject to his/her performance, of course. 
 
The personnel policy with regard to support engineers is different: every new person is given only one 
kind of training (either A at $10,000 or B at $7,000 or C at $5,000) and subject to his/her performance 
may be promoted to perform different duties. 
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The service policy stipulates that in case of failure of a device C a technician TC is assigned to fix it. In 
case that all TC are busy, a technician TB is assigned. If all TB are busy too, the call is put on hold 
because the company deems it too expensive to assign a technician TA to repair the device of type C. 
The call will remain on hold until one of technicians TC or TB becomes available. 

 
Similarly, in case of failure of device type B, an attempt is made to assign a technician TB to it; if 
nobody is available, an attempt to assign TA is made; failing both attempts, the call is put on hold until 
at least one of TB or TA becomes available. 
 
Finally, in case of failure type A, an attempt is made to assign TAto fix the device. In case all TA are 
busy, the call is put on hold until one of them becomes available. 
 
The support engineers become involved only when the technicians realize that they cannot fix the device 
alone. The engineers SA, SB and SC are assignable to failures of devices A, B, C, correspondingly. If all 
engineers with the required training are busy, the call is put on hold until one of them becomes available. 
The technician requesting support is required to watch the engineer repairing a device – an additional 
training. 
 
Every technician or engineer, when called, takes some time for preparing himself / herself, then takes 
some time to travel, then spends some time to repair a device.  All these times are exponentially 
distributed with means given below: 
 

  TA TB TC SA SB SC 
 MTTR [hrs] 2.5 1.5 1 5 4 2 
 Travel [hrs] 1 1 1 3 3 3 
 Preparation [min] 10 10 5 30 20 10 
 % Support 15 10 5 - - - 

 
In the above table 'MTTR' stands for Mean Time To Repair, '% Support' shows percentage of calls 
technicians cannot resolve on their own. 
 
The customer is expected to request service calls during normal working hours only. Assuming that the 
response time is the time elapsed between the moment of placing a call and the moment of the arrival of 
a technician, find: 

 
1. The minimum number of technicians TA, TB, TC and engineers SA, SB, SC 

necessary for servicing 80% of the calls with the response time of 4 working 
hours or less. 

2. The initial cost of training of the service staff. 
3. The yearly cost of on-going training of the serviee staff, together with the number 

technicians and engineers (of each type) trained. 
4. The total labour cost of equipment maintenance during the 3-month warranty 

period. 
5. The total cost of equipment maintenance during the first year of operation (parts 

and materials excluded). 
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6. The total yearly cost of equipment maintenance during subsequent years of 
operation (parts and materials excluded). 

7. Maximum, average, and minimum number of standard work hours skipped by a 
technician/engineer from each group. 

8. Maximum, average, and minimum yearly salary of a technician/engineer from 
each group. 

9. Maximum, average, and minimum percentage of the yearly salary earned due to 
overtime work, per technician/engineer from each group. 

10. Average downtime for devices of each type. 
11. A ratio of average downtime to MTTR for devices of each type. 


